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Computation shaping Discourse?

 How are digital tools changing current practices?
 dissemination, peer review, literature analysis,

meetings and teamwork

 How can we conceive ‘digitally-native’ practices?
 dissemination, peer review, literature analysis,

meetings and teamwork

 Research challenges
An overview, plus some
in-depth examples from

my own work
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What is scholarly communication?

6 services (Van der Sompel, 2000)

1. Registration: claiming ownership of work
2. Certification: an indication of quality
3. Awareness: alerting the world to the work’s

existence
4. Accessibility: making the work available
5. Archiving: preserving the record
6. Rewards: encouraging scholars to maintain the

system
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Why could/shouldWhy could/should
research discourseresearch discourse

become increasinglybecome increasingly
digitally mediated?digitally mediated?

The limitations of print
genres for communicating

complex ideas

Accelerated dissemination
and feedback loops

The “new orality”
(Ong) that is

possible on the
internet

Immediate
(possibly free)

internet access to
resources

New ways to analyse
discourse, impossible

with paper

Quantity of
information and

outlets increasing
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In 2020In 2020……

…or can we imagine a
complementary
infrastructure?

Will research results still be
published solely/primarily as prose?…

…‘native’ to the
internet, enabling more

effective dissemination and
analysis of ideas?
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In Gutenberg’s shadow
(or standing on his shoulders)

Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society of London
March 1665

Le Journal des Sçavans
January 1665

Newspapers + Invisible Colleges = Scholarly Journals
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Brave new world…

http://blog.webreakstuff.com/ wp-content/eboy.jpg
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Computation shaping Discourse?

 How are digital tools changing current practices?
 dissemination, peer review, literature analysis,

meetings and teamwork

 How can we conceive ‘digitally-native’ practices?
 dissemination, peer review, literature analysis,

meetings and teamwork

 Research challenges
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“If it’s not on Google, it doesn’t exist”
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Open access to publications
(and some data)

 Now turning in to a
major political
movement in conflict
with commercial
scholarly/scientific
publishers
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eJournals: Levels 1-6
Lancaster, F. W. (1985). The Paperless Society Revisited. American Libraries,  16, (8), 553-555

1. computers used for print production
2. journal distributed in both print and electronic

formats
3. publication design is rooted in print, but articles

are developed solely for electronic distribution
4. interaction between authors and readers is

possible; publications can evolve as a result of
such interactions

5. the inclusion of multimedia content
6. both interactive participation and multimedia

capabilities are supported
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Computational analysis of discourse:
meetings

www.amiproject.org
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Computational analysis of discourse:
meetings

www.amiproject.org
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Computational analysis of discourse:
texts

 Simone Teufel & Marc Moens (Edin):
Argumentative Zoning in scientific papers
 after training, automatic classification of citations,

eg. as background, or contrasting

 Similar work but different approach by Agnes
Sandor (Xerox)
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Computational analysis of discourse:
literatures

Knowledge Domain
Mapping

gaining visibility—but
still in the labs
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Computational analysis of discourse:
literatures and intellectual phenomena

 Chaomei Chen (Drexel)
 “Can we help answer questions such as…

1. What is the hottest topic at time T0?
2. What have been the hot topics between time Ta

and Tb? (A Timeline - Temporal)
3. What are the major turning points between time

Ta and Tb? (Turning points - Structural)
4. How did knowledge associated with these turning

points spread? (Diffusion - Spatial)”
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Q2: PreviousQ2: Previous
hot topic?hot topic?

Q3: TurningQ3: Turning
point?point?

Q4: TransitionQ4: Transition
path?path?

Q1: Current hotQ1: Current hot
topic?topic?

Chaomei Chen: visualization of trends in a
literature (terrorism)
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Access Grid: high quality internet
video conferencing
www.accessgrid.org

“The Access Grid® is an ensemble of
resources including multimedia large-
format displays, presentation and
interactive environments, and
interfaces to Grid middleware and to
visualization environments.

… the Access Grid (AG) is used for
large-scale distributed meetings,
collaborative work sessions, seminars,
lectures, tutorials, and training. The
Access Grid thus differs from desktop-
to-desktop tools that focus on
individual communication.”
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Desktop client interface
(you don’t need a dedicated room!)
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Computation shaping Discourse?

 How are digital tools changing current practices?
 dissemination, peer review, literature analysis,

meetings and teamwork

 How can we conceive ‘digitally-native’ practices?
 dissemination, peer review, literature analysis,

meetings and teamwork

 Research challenges
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Mapping workshop discussions
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Mapping workshop discussions
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Mapping workshop discussions
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Memetic: AG Meeting Replay
Access Grid meetings automatically indexed by slides, and
Compendium nodes (agenda items, issues, decisions, arguments)

Virtual Research
Environments
Programme

www.memetic-vre.net
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Improving research discourse (4)
Mapping PhD Supervision

Selvin, A. and Buckingham Shum, S. (2005). Hypermedia as a Productivity Tool for Doctoral
Research. New Review of Hypermedia and Multimedia (Special Issue on Scholarly Hypermedia), June’06
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KMi-NASA e-science collaboration tools
www.kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/coakting/nasa



27Image Credits--- Mars: NASA/JPL/MSSS; Earth: NASA/JSC; Composite: MSSS
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NASA e-science field trials (2004 and 2005)

Distributed Mars-Earth planning and data analysis tools
for Mars Habitat field trial in Utah desert, supported from US+UK
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NASA Mobile Agents Architecture
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Human-Agent research discourse

Scientist
(Mars)

Scientist
(Earth)

Scientist
(Earth)

Scientist
(Mars)

Scientist
(Earth)

Software Agent
Architecture

(Mars)

Compendium used as a collaboration medium at all
intersections: humans+agents, reading+writing maps
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NASA testbed:
Compendium activity plans for surface exploration,
constructed by scientists on ‘Earth’, interpreted by software
agents on ‘Mars’

The Compendium nodes and relationships in this plan were interpreted by Brahms software
agents for monitoring and coordinating astronaut and robot activity during surface explorations.

Copyright, 2004,
RIACS/NASA Ames,
Open University,
Southampton
University
Not to be used
without permission
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CoAKTinG NASA testbed:
Compendium science data map, generated by software
agents, for interpretation by Mars+Earth scientists

The Compendium maps were autonomously created and populated with science data by Brahms software agents
that use models of the mission plan, work process, data flow and science data relationships to create the maps.

Copyright, 2004,
RIACS/NASA Ames,
Open University,
Southampton
University
Not to be used
without permission
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CoAKTinG NASA testbed:
Compendium-based photo analysis by geologists on ‘Mars’

Copyright, 2004,
RIACS/NASA Ames,
Open University,
Southampton
University
Not to be used
without permission
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NASA testbed:
Compendium scientific feedback map from Earth scientists to
Mars colleagues

Copyright, 2004,
RIACS/NASA Ames,
Open University,
Southampton
University
Not to be used
without permission
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Collaborative sensemaking in e-Science:
Meeting Replay tool for Earth scientists, synchronising
video of Mars crew’s discussion as they annotate their mission plans

Copyright, 2004,
RIACS/NASA Ames,
Open University,
Southampton University
Not to be used without
permission

NASA MR Clip: 00:50
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Literatures as discourse networks:
Don’t try this in Google…
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Don’t try this in Google…
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What if we could get search results like this?…

One of seven maps in the Mapping Great Debates: Can Computers Think? Series.
MacroVU Press. www.macrovu.com (Horn, 2003; Yoshimi, 2006)
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Horn (zoomed in)

MacroVU Press. www.macrovu.com
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Reason!Able argument mapping tool
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Rationale argument mapping tool

www.austhink.com
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Argument mapping

www.kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/compendium/iraq

Mapping the ideas,
themes and arguments in
a complex debate (Iraq)

An overview map of pro-
invasion authors
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Argument mapping

Detailed argument map of
an author’s article

www.kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/compendium/iraq
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Voluntary metadata! People are now up for tagging
pages with keywords in personal and social bookmarking
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Academic social bookmarking:
Connotea
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Academic social bookmarking:
Connotea
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What would it
mean to add
“tags” to web
links?

semantic trackbacks
between blogs
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And what would it mean to join up not just
URLs, but their tags? (KMi’s ClaiMapper/ClaimFinder)
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“Semantic del.icio.us”:
  assigning and linking freeform tags

Sereno, B., Buckingham Shum, S. and Motta, E. (2007). Formalization, User Strategy and Interaction Design: Users’ Behaviour with Discourse Tagging
Semantics. Workshop on Social and Collaborative Construction of Structured Knowledge, 16th Int. World Wide Web Conference (WWW 2007), Banff, 8-12
May 2007. http://www2007.org/workshops/paper_30.pdf
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Visualising claims and arguments

ClaimFinder prototype:
claimfinder.open.ac.uk

When multiple
analysts annotate web
documents via a
server, they can
generate a shared
view of how they see
the field, and where
they agree/disagree
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“Semantic Google Scholar”
  KMi’s ClaimFinder
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“What papers contrast with this paper?”

1. Extract concepts for this document
2. Trace concepts on which they build
3. Trace concepts challenging this set
4. Show root documents
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Focusing on a concept
incoming+outgoing links
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“Semantic Google Scholar”
  KMi’s ClaimFinder
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Lineage tree (the roots of a concept)
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Template for an HCI evaluation paper
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Essence of a paper (1)
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Essence of a paper (2)
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Scholarly hypertexts

Serious writing is linear,
right?

Especially
argumentation.
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Hypertextual scholarly argumentation

Kolb, D. Scholarly Hypertext: Self-Represented Complexity. In Proceedings of The Eighth ACM Conference on Hypertext,
Southampton, 1997, pp. 29-37 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/kolb97scholarly.html
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Hypertextual scholarly argumentation

Kolb, D. Scholarly Hypertext: Self-Represented Complexity. In Proceedings of The Eighth ACM Conference on Hypertext,
Southampton, 1997, pp. 29-37 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/kolb97scholarly.html
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Hypertextual scholarly argumentation

Kolb, D. Scholarly Hypertext: Self-Represented Complexity. In Proceedings of The Eighth ACM Conference on Hypertext,
Southampton, 1997, pp. 29-37 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/kolb97scholarly.html
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Scholarly hypertexts
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Scholarly hypertexts
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Scholarly Hypertext wins “Best Paper”
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Accelerating the feedback loop:
academic blogging

http://chronicle.com/free/v49/i39/39a01401.htm
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Accelerating the feedback loop:
academic blogging

http://pbaker.wordpress.com/2006/07/25/profs-who-blog/
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eJournals: Levels 1-6
Lancaster, F. W. (1985). The Paperless Society Revisited. American Libraries,  16, (8), 553-555

1. computers used for print production
2. journal distributed in both print and electronic

formats
3. publication design is rooted in print, but articles

are developed solely for electronic distribution
4. interaction between authors and readers is

possible; publications can evolve as a result of
such interactions

5. the inclusion of multimedia content
6. both interactive participation and multimedia

capabilities are supported
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anonymousanonymous namednamed

appointedappointed open invitationopen invitation

1-shot1-shot conversationconversation

reviews discardedreviews discarded reviews preservedreviews preserved

reviewersreviewers
on their ownon their own

reviewersreviewers
interactinteract

author rightauthor right
of replyof reply

author noauthor no
right of replyright of reply

Peer review dimensions
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anonymousanonymous namednamed

appointedappointed open invitationopen invitation

1-shot1-shot conversationconversation

reviews discardedreviews discarded reviews preservedreviews preserved

reviewersreviewers
on their ownon their own

reviewersreviewers
interactinteract

author rightauthor right
of replyof reply

author noauthor no
right of replyright of reply

anonymousanonymous

appointedappointed

1-shot1-shot

reviews discardedreviews discarded

reviewersreviewers
on their ownon their own

author noauthor no
right of replyright of reply

Peer review dimensions: most journals
and conferences (recent changes with the web)
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Conventional peer review

 All peer review models have +/-
 Anonymous, 1-shot peer review
 Pros

+ anonymity ➠ honesty
+ 1-shot job
+ “stick with what you know…”

 Cons
- – anonymity ➠ lack of accountability
- – research demonstrates its weaknesses
- – typically no author right of reply
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JIME cover
Journal of Interactive Media in

Education
An Interactive Journal
for Interactive Media

www-jime.open.ac.uk

jime@open.ac.uk
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JIME: a venerable 10yr old e-journal
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A ‘native internet’ peer review model

 Private+Public conversational open peer review
edited + co-published with final article …

 Reviewers assigned and named/ hyperlinked
 Conversational/argumentation model (web)
 Private emails to editor if preferred
 Hybrid 2-step process: private then public
 ➠ revision, publication + open for further comments
 Intellectual trace of the article’s history
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JIME’s peer review lifecycle
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JIME

 conversational open peer review intrinsic to journal’s
review model: the social contract

 authors encouraged to back claims about technology
with demonstrations/ walkthroughs for readers and
reviewers
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Readers can Readers can ‘‘playplay’’
with thewith the

construction of aconstruction of a
painting, aspainting, as

students werestudents were
encouraged to doencouraged to do

Interactive Web demonstration of
a CD-ROM
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Readers canReaders can
visualize thevisualize the

execution of aexecution of a
program usingprogram using

the Java appletthe Java applet
tested withtested with

studentsstudents

Interactive Web demonstration of
a Java applet
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The authorThe author
introduces theintroduces the

multimediamultimedia
system with asystem with a

series of slidesseries of slides
and commentaryand commentary

(streaming(streaming
audio)audio)

AV presentation guiding the
reader through the e-learning tool
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The authorsThe authors
include videoinclude video
clips showingclips showing

their worktheir work
(children(children

programming aprogramming a
robot)robot)

Video data embedded in the
article
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JIME

 conversational open peer review intrinsic to journal’s
review model: the social contract

 authors encouraged to back claims about technology
with demonstrations/ walkthroughs for readers and
reviewers

 articles tightly integrated with reviews in a web
document-discussion interface

 edited review discussions co-published with final
article
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JIME document interface

Submission
under
review

PrePrint or
Published

Peer review
comments and

discussion:
tightly integrated +

co-published

JIME document user interface
(generated by D3E from an HTML submission)
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Author links from revised article to a
discussion thread
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Linking from
one review
discussion to
a relevant
document
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Reviewer-author exchanges
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Document-related news updated in the
discussion space
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So, there are signs of more radical
changes…

 You can look at a visualization of a research
literature and spot possible turning points in the
field

 You can search a literature for inconsistent
positions, or evidence refuting a prediction

 A hypertext wins best “paper” award at an ACM
conference, and is archived in the Digital Library

 A research meeting can be recorded and indexed in
real time to provide an instantly replayable webcast
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Computation shaping Discourse?

 How are digital tools changing current practices?
 dissemination, peer review, literature analysis,

meetings and teamwork

 How can we conceive ‘digitally-native’ practices?
 dissemination, peer review, literature analysis,

meetings and teamwork

 Research challenges
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Challenge 1:
Representing large scale discourse

 How to model “naturally occurring” argumentation
 striving for the optimal balance in computational power ‘vs’

usability:
http://kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/hyperdiscourse

 Web-centric argumentation
 KR: Argument Interchange Format
 Argumentation schemes (patterns)
 Argument visualization
 Web 2.0 social tagging as a way in?…
 From the Syntactic Web, via the Semantic Web, to the

Pragmatic Web: context, interpretation, negotiation,
commitment [www.PragmaticWeb.info]
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Challenge 1:
Representing large scale discourse

 Towards a cultivated ecosystem?…

ordered gardens

wild borders

Structured but emergent
networks of claims and

arguments

Informally expressed
claims and arguments,

awaiting ‘proper linkage’
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Combining formal relations with the
expressive freedom of ‘folksonomies’
Relational classes and dialects (KMi Scholarly Ontologies project)
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Cognitive Coherence Relations as
abstract discourse primitives

Mancini, C. and Buckingham Shum, S.J. (2006). Modelling Discourse in Contested Domains: A Semiotic and
Cognitive Framework. International Journal of Human Computer Studies, 64, (11), pp.1154-1171
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source type comparativeness
polarity

Mancini, C. and Buckingham Shum, S.J. (2006). Modelling Discourse in Contested Domains: A Semiotic and
Cognitive Framework. International Journal of Human Computer Studies, 64, (11), pp.1154-1171
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Challenge 2:
Co-evolving new work practices

 Embedding new tools into personal, organisational and
professional community activity
cf. how our practices are changing:
 Web-based peer review
 E-typesetting
 ePrint Archiving
 Use and sharing of slides
 Academic blogging
 Academic social bookmarking

 Understanding what it means to become literate: reading and
writing in the new medium
 Empirical research is ongoing
 Observation of naturalistic behaviour as it takes off
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Indicators of ClaiMaker literacy?
expert user makes more extensive use than novices of
semantic queries to interrogate the network

Victoria Uren,  Simon Buckingham Shum,  Michelle Bachler,  Gary Li,  (2006)  Sensemaking Tools for Understanding Research
Literatures: Design, Implementation and User Evaluation. International Journal of Human Computer Studies, Vol.64, 5, (420-445).
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Literacy: expertise analysis
(Albert Selvin)
 What is the nature of expert human performance in creating and

modifying real time conceptual structures for groups?

 The NASA knowledge mapper role:
 Listening and interpreting
 Intervening in ‘normal’ conversation flow
 Getting validation for captured material

 Building hypertext representations on
the fly

 Interrelating data and objects
 Adding metadata
 Software-specific skills

Conventional
facilitation
skills

Knowledge
media
facilitation
skills

Aesthetic and Ethical Implications of Participatory Hypermedia Practice: First Year Report
Selvin, A. (2005), Technical Report KMI-05-17, Knowledge Media Institute, Open University, UK
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Compendium literacy: expertise analysis
Selvin 2005

Practitioner stances
 The position of the practitioner with regard to the

current activity:
 Knowledge Navigator
 Facilitator
 Participant
 Technical Expert
 Editor

Aesthetic and Ethical Implications of Participatory Hypermedia Practice: First Year Report
Selvin, A. (2005), Technical Report KMI-05-17, Knowledge Media Institute, Open University, UK
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In what ways couldIn what ways could
computation change scholarlycomputation change scholarly

cognition and discourse?cognition and discourse?

When we think of
literatures and arguments,
we think first of networks,

not texts

A scientific contribution
becomes a rigorously

connected, substantiated
node or region in the

global network

Web tagging and
linking become
as important as

citations

It starts to feel
strange to linearise
one’s ideas when

publishing

We expect scholarly
publications to be
online and freely

available

We expect public
scientific discussions

to replayable,
indexed, linkable

resources

Ontological shifts?Ontological shifts?……

Practice shiftsPractice shifts…… Scholarly blogging
becomes a serious
form of discourse

Researchers start to
create native,
argumentative
hypertexts, not
print-derivatives
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To know more…

Reading
 Scholarly Hypertext by David Kolb

www.dkolb.org/twin.media.ht04/covershe.html

 Scholarly Hypermedia, NRHM special issue
www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~content=g723956903~db=all

 Towards Electronic Journals
Historical review and survey: Tenopir & King, 2000: SLA

 The Electric Word
Philosophical reflections on how the digital medium changes how
we think and write: Michael Heim

KMi’s scholarly software R&D
 Hypermedia Discourse project

www.kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/hyperdiscourse
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